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We introduce a novel approach for guiding users in the exploration of annotated 2D
models using interactive visualization lenses. Information on the interesting areas of
the model is encoded in an annotation graph generated at authoring time. Each graph
node contains an annotation, in the form of a visual and audio markup of the area
of interest, as well as the optimal lens parameters that should be used to explore the
annotated area and a scalar representing the annotation importance. Directed graph
edges are used, instead, to represent preferred ordering relations in the presentation of
annotations, by having each node point to the set of nodes that should be seen before
presenting its associated annotation. A scalar associated to each edge determines the
strength of this constraint. At run-time, users explore the scene with the lens, and the
graph is exploited to select the annotations that have to be presented at a given time.
The selection is based on the current view and lens parameters, the graph content and
structure, and the navigation history. The best annotation under the lens is presented
by playing the associated audio clip and showing the visual markup in overlay. When
the user releases control, requests guidance, opts for automatic touring, or when no
available annotations are under the lens, the system guides the user towards the next best
annotation using glyphs, and potentially moves the lens towards it if the user remains
inactive. This approach supports the seamless blending of an automatic tour of the data
with interactive lens-based exploration. The approach is tested and discussed in the
context of the exploration of multi-layer relightable models.
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1. Introduction
The virtual inspection of digital scenes, including the simulation results or digital replicas of physical objects, is of fundamental importance for many use cases in disparate application
fields. A typical example occurs in Cultural Tourism and Cultural Heritage (CH) domains, where the inspection of models is
recognized as a precious means to support the three main stages
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related to the enjoyment of the artworks, i.e., the pre-visit (documentation and planning), visit (immersion and enhancement)
and post-visit (emotional possession and linking) phases [1, 2].
In these contexts, the conventional approaches that restrict exploration to a 2D plane, e.g. by offering a pan and zoom interface, are among the most widespread solutions, mainly because
they reduce the learning curve associated to full 3D control for
both expert and casual users [3].
Creating an informative and engaging experience requires,
however, to go beyond the pure visual presentation of the digital twins. In particular, annotations linked to the digital model
are often used to provide better insights to the user [4]. Traditionally, such annotations let authors identify specific regions,
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Fig. 1: Overview. Left: The user explores the scene using an interactive lens, and the best annotation under the lens is presented by playing the associated audio clip
and showing the visual markup in overlay. Middle: when the user releases control, requests guidance, opts for automatic touring, or when no available annotations
are under the lens, the system indicates the next best annotation using glyphs. Right: if the user remains inactive, the lens is moved towards the selected target.
This approach can be used to generate intuitive tours through the data that dynamically respond to user actions, seamlessly transitioning from full user control to
automatic navigation.

visually mark them with overlay text or drawing, and link them
to metadata or other information that characterizes the significance of those regions [5]. However, finding relevant annotations, and presenting them in a comprehensible way without
cluttering the display, and in a coherent order while conveying a context- and user-dependent narrative, is very challenging [6, 7].
Recently, visualization lenses, i.e., movable tools that provide alternative visual representations for selected regions of
interest of a display [8], have shown to offer promising solutions for the exploration of annotated models. In particular, by
displaying a single annotation at a time under the movable lens,
selecting it using a recommendation system that takes into account the current camera position, current interactive lens parameters, and navigation history, a context-dependent clutterfree display can be achieved [7]. This approach, however, does
not consider the relation among annotations themselves, and
has thus limitations in the ability to prescribe presentation orders to define meaningful tours through the data [9, 10].
In this work, we introduce a novel approach for guiding users
in the exploration of annotated 2D models by exploiting an annotation graph generated at authoring time (Fig. 1). Each graph
node contains an annotation, in the form of a visual and audio markup of the area of interest, as well as the optimal lens
parameters that should be used to explore the annotated area
and a scalar representing the annotation importance. Directed
graph edges are used, instead, to represent preferred ordering
relations in the presentation of annotations. A scalar associated to each edge determines the strength of this constraint
(Sec. 3). Such edges let us introduce storytelling features by
letting each node point to the set of nodes that should be seen
before presenting its associated annotation. At run-time, a user
explores the scene with the lens, and the graph is exploited to
select the annotation that has to be presented at a given time
(Sec. 4). We call it the best annotation, to reflect it is the particular one which optimizes a set of selection criteria, that considers the current view and lens parameters, the graph content and
structure, and the navigation history, through a novel technique
that also takes into account topological distance among subsequently presented nodes in the annotation graphs (Sec. 5). The
best annotation under the lens is presented by playing the associated audio clip and showing the visual markup in overlay. The

use of audio clip to audibly present the additional information
lets users focus on the visual content lens, without further clutter. When the user releases control, requests guidance, opts for
automatic touring, or when no more annotations are available
under the lens, the system points towards the next best annotation using glyphs, and potentially moves the lens towards it if
the user remains inactive (Sec. 6). This approach can be used
to automatically generate intuitive tours through the data that
dynamically responds to user actions in real-time.
This article is an invited extended version of our contribution
to the 8th Smart Tools and Applications in Graphics conference
(STAG 2021) [11]. Here, we not only provide a much more thorough exposition, but also significant new material. Our novel
contributions include: a new representation of graph dependencies, that makes it possible to express hierarchical grouping and
levels of abstraction; an improved scoring system that best preserves the ordering relations by exploiting topological distance
in the annotation graph; an improved state machine for intuitive
transition between interactive control and auto-touring features;
and the seamless handling of audio markups. We also include a
user-evaluation on challenging datasets.
While our methods are generally applicable to any 2D visualization, our motivating application is particularly in the cultural heritage domain, where it is essential to deliver informative and engaging real-time experiences to the general public in
walk-up-and-use settings or in other similar easy-to-use webbased tools. In this work, we present an objective and subjective
evaluation of our method for the exploration of stratigraphic relightable models (Sec. 7).
2. Related Work
Exploration of annotated models and interactive lenses are
broadly studied topics within the visualization community.
Here we focus only on the approaches most related to ours. For
a wider coverage, we refer the reader to the established surveys
on annotations [5], visualization lenses [8], and spatial interfaces [12].
Selecting and presenting relevant annotations in a comprehensible manner without clutter is one of the major challenges
in effective visualization displays [6]. Displaying all of them at
the same time is infeasible as it generates cluttering and cognitive overload [8]. Several attempts have been made to address
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the challenges of overcrowded displays and improving intuitive
interaction. Some authors proposed to guide users towards interesting areas by controlling the camera, creating animation
paths, or defining fixed video tours [13, 14]. Others suggested
enabling and disabling specific categories [15], as well as modifying the appearance (e.g., filtering data or using variable opacity), or distorting and zooming the images [16].
Serial temporal presentation to enhance the view [16] is one
of the approaches that has been used to deal with overcrowded
display, and, in conjunction with authoring or automatic determination of temporal precedence, it provides a way to deliver
a narrative meaningful tours through the data [17]. Manually
writing or defining fixed key-frames and forcing a single path
is one of the most adopted solutions [13], which has also been
used by touring through annotations [14]. This approach, however, leads to the generation of static videos rather than interactive experiences.
Interactive lenses, used widely in scientific and information
visualization [8] offer a very flexible solution to deal with complex displays, as they support overview+details, focus+context
and cue-based techniques [18]. Clutter is often reduced in combination with lenses by sub-sampling [19] or by selecting an
annotation at a time [20]. Bettio et al. [7] recently proposed
a novel approach for assisting users in navigating with the
lenses, meanwhile also exploiting the data annotations. Their
approach introduces a controller that guarantees maintenance
of focus-and-context constraint by jointly adapting view- and
lens-parameters, as well as a scheme to determine the next best
annotation in the database based on the current view and lens
parameters and the navigation history.
We build on these prior approaches, significantly extending
the annotation representation, moving from a simple flat list of
annotations to an annotation graph, in which the edges express
semantic relationships among nodes, exploiting these relations
for automatic data touring and generating guided suggestions.
Annotation selection is based on a score that extends to annotated lens graphs, with the Degree-of-Interest (DOI) concept
introduced by Furnas [21] for trees and extended by Van Ham
and Perer [22] to graphs. Similarly to Gladisch et al. [23], DOI
computation also takes into account the past behavior of the system. The camera-control work of Balsa et al. [17] is the most
similar to ours, as it selects only a single item at a time from
a viewpoint graph. Our annotation graph and scoring system
is, however, targeted to support lens-based navigation of an annotated model, and has a different structure. In particular, we
expand the approach of Bettio et al. [7] by introducing a dependency score to support hierarchical grouping, and a topology
score to drive the system towards an orderly visit of the graph
by penalizing changes in levels of abstraction of topic switches.
Moreover, we introduce a new state machine design to seamlessly combine automatic touring with self-guided visits.
3. The audio-visual annotation graph
Traditionally, annotations are used to identify specific regions, linking them to metadata or other characteristic information [5]. In this paper, we want to exploit annotations for

(a) Hierarchical grouping
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(b) Graph representation

Fig. 2: The annotation graph for hierarchical grouping. Edges in the graph
point to enabling nodes.

guidance and data presentation. Similarly to Bettio et al. [7],
we associate to each annotation a visual overlay and an external annotation description, together with the parameters that
should be used for an effective lens-based exploration of the
annotated area. In this article, the visual overlay is simply an
image or text that can be drawn over the model, while the external annotation description is a link to a hypertext with additional information. The exploration parameters are used for
navigation control, and consists an annotation importance (i.e.,
a user-defined weight to associate a higher (or lower) likelihood
that an annotation will be displayed before (or after) the others),
a lens and context area description (i.e., the position and size of
the best lens and camera-angle for viewing the annotated area),
and a set of rendering parameters. For this work, focusing on
stratigraphic relightable models, the rendering parameters include the layers that are displayed inside and outside the lens
and the light configuration in terms of both direction and type
(e.g., collinear or spot light); for the spot light we also specify
the light beam aperture. Other rendering parameters can be defined (e.g., brightness, gamma value), also related to different
rendering strategies (e.g., shape/color enhancement operators).
In addition, we also include with each annotation an audio
description, which is an explanatory text that describes the annotated area, and is intended to be played when the annotation
is visited. The audio clip can be generated by synthesizing the
textual description, or be a pre-taped recording. In both cases,
the audio clip duration defines the minimum time that the system considers should be spent for considering an annotation
seen (Sec. 5). Using audio to describe the annotated area is
particularly appropriate for our use case and interface design.
In particular, using the audio clip rather than a displayed text
to convey non-visual information allows us to let users concentrate on the model, and to produce a lean visual overlay when
exploring the scene with the lens.
Using audio for enhancing a museum visit is very common,
and it is employed in a range of solutions, from conventional audio guides presenting short burst of audio information at each
stop [24] to virtual audio-visual visits [14]. Supplementing visual information with audio has also been shown to improve
memorability [25]. However, usage of audio may not always be
appropriate. For instance, handling multiple co-located users
performing separate visits requires special care. The typical
solutions in museum settings are the set-up of isolated display
area, with space management complications and limitations in
the number of active interactive displays, or the usage of head-
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sets by individual visitors, locking them into isolated experiential bubbles with the risk of reducing inter-personal interaction [24]. For handling those cases, we can provide a purely
visual experience, in which the annotation description is displayed on screen. Note that, since we use a lens, we cannot simply display the text in a separated area, as in classic annotated
model presenters [15], since this solution would force users to
lose their focus. Our current solution is to display the annotation in a small area under the lens. We plan to improve this
approach by considering an optimal shape, placement, and scaling of the text box attached to the lens border, so as to reduce
the masking of the annotated area, as done in external labeling
techniques [26].
In order to specify a preferred presentation order, we introduce dependency links, transforming the annotation database
into an annotation graph. In this representation, each node is an
annotation, and directed edges point to a set of enabling nodes
(one or multiple parents) that should be seen before visiting it.
The presence of edges allow authors to define a preferred global
order, that can be used to create a story like structure between
annotations, or, e.g., to go from coarse to finer details as prescribed by the visualization mantra [27]. A weight associated
with the edge, ranging from zero to one, defines the strength of
the dependency between the nodes (see Sec. 5).
By using this graph representation, for instance, it is possible
to structure an annotation database into hierarchical groups of
nodes, to represent information at various levels of abstraction,
as done for complex graph exploration [23]. Semantically, each
node in the graph can be seen as a coarser representation of
its children, and this translates into the fact that the annotation
associated with a leaf node is best presented to the user only
after its parents. This particular view of the dependencies helps
guide authors in the definition of links, as they can proceed to
structure annotations coarse to fine, or inversely grouping them
from fine to course during their editing process.
Fig. 2 shows an example of hierarchical organization of a set
of ten annotations. In particular, Fig. 2a depicts the idea of hierarchical grouping, where each annotation can represent a set (or
group) of other annotations, which we can consider its children.
As previously explained, visualization order depends on high
level annotations that, once viewed, enable the visualization of
the groups they represent. On the right (Fig. 2b), we present
how the grouping and the corresponding visualization order is
implemented through dependency edges; note that while all the
authored hierarchical groupings can be expressed/transformed
in a graph, not all the graphs can be transformed in a hierarchy
of groups, e.g., some cyclic graphs. If an arrow points from a
node B to a node A, it means that the visualization of B depends
(with a certain level of dependency) on the fact that the node A
has already been visualized. The annotation at the highest level
is the first displayed annotation (we can consider it the root of
the navigation), and it is depicted with a bold red contour in
Fig. 2b.
The annotation attributes and their organization into a
graph is exploited by our system to present information in a
context-dependent and graph-dependent order during navigation (Sec. 4).

Note that authoring details are orthogonal to the subject of
this paper. For the sake of completeness, we mention here that
we annotate the models during the lens navigation as described
by Bettio et al. [7]. The system allows users to move the lens to
interesting areas, draw annotations with a simple image editor,
and store them in an annotation database containing the lens and
context area description, as well as the rendering parameters.
The node table is then edited off-line by adding dependencies
to nodes, and enriching the description of each annotation with
an audio recording.
4. Interactive and guided lens-based exploration
At run-time, the user explores the annotated scene using a
visualization lens that interacts with the scene by moving and
scaling the focus area and activating relevant annotations. Since
only a single context-dependent annotation is selected at a time,
clutter is reduced. The sequence of selected annotations must
be relevant to the current spatial context and maintain a flow, so
that, more general information is presented before dependent
details. We do that by running a state machine that exploits the
annotation graph and responds to user actions. Our goal is to
support the seamless transitioning between two behaviors. On
one extreme, we would like the system to be capable of producing automatic tours of the data, by presenting annotations
in a sequence, as for a video tour. On the other extreme, users
should be allowed to explore the scene at their own pace, with
relevant annotations appearing in sequence as the user moves to
the annotated areas. In the common intermediate situation, we
would like to support users that start with automatic touring,
then explore the scene for a while, then restart auto-touring,
possibly in other areas depending on their interest.
The state machine is made basically of two intertwined parts,
one devoted to react to interaction, and one devoted to perform
automatic tours. The user can interact with the state machine
in three ways: by doing nothing (the user accepts what is proposed by the state machine), moving the lens (the state machine
accepts what the user proposes), or sending a Done signal to
communicate that the exploration of the current annotation is
completed.
The machine is composed of 5 states: Start, Anticipation,
Goto, Show, Interact (Fig. 3). The loop Anticipation, Goto,
Show, constitutes the auto-tour part. From this loop the user
can exit only by starting to interact with the lens.
The state machine employs a function Find Next that, given
the current situation, identifies the next best annotation. From
the Start state, the first annotation is selected and the lens is
moved over it through the Goto state. During Goto, the lens
position and the rendering parameters are interpolated from the
currently displayed situation toward the target one, encoded in
the node database together with the annotation. Note that, for
the particular case of the relightable stratigraphic models used
in this paper, adjusting the rendering parameters includes the
selection of inner and outer layers and the update of the illumination settings in terms of light intensity and direction. This
means that, when interpolation is complete, the model is displayed with the full visualization settings that annotation-author
has stored in the database.
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Fig. 3: Annotation Navigation State Machine. Two main navigation modalities have been implemented, i.e., the manual interaction (cyan box) and the auto-tour
(yellow box). In the first mode the users freely move the lens, while in the latter they are guided through annotations that are automatically selected. To enter the
auto-tour mode the users just stop the interaction with the lens interface; re-touching the interface will bring to the manual mode.

When interpolation finishes, the state changes to Show. The
Show state displays the annotation for a content-dependent time
Ki . In particular, if not specified by the user in the annotation
database, this time is equal to a small setup time of half a second
plus the duration of the audio clip associated with the annotation.
It is possible to exit from this state in three ways: by interacting with the lens, changing the state to Interact; when the
allocated time elapses, entering the Anticipation state; or finally
when the user signals that he has Done with the current annotation. This last operation is used to speed-up exploration in case
the user is not interested in the current content anymore. To decide what to do next, the system evaluates if the next selected
annotation is directly displayable.
An annotation is considered displayable if, by drawing it as
an overlay, it can be reasonably well perceived by the viewer,
without the need to resort to directing or leading cues to indicate where the annotation is located. The displayable condition, thus, requires checking whether the view is approximately
at the same scale of the annotation (in this paper, within a factor of two larger or smaller in zoom factor), and at least some
portion of the annotation is within the focus area of the lens.
If the next best annotation is displayable, the machine
changes the state to Goto and the lens is moved to properly center the new annotation while remaining in the auto-tour loop.
If the next annotation is not displayable, the state is changed to
Anticipation.
The Anticipation state has a twofold purpose: it alerts the
user with visual cues that the lens is going to move towards
the next annotation and provides the users with information
on where the next annotation is placed using visual hints (see
Sec. 6 for details on visual signals and direction hints). From
the Anticipation state, there are two possible exiting transitions:
if a certain amount of time with no user action elapses, the system considers the next annotation accepted, and the auto-tour
continues by changing to the Goto state; otherwise, upon user
interaction, the system enters the Interact state.
During the Interact state, the user keeps visiting the current
displayed annotation, possibly moving the lens. From this state

it is possible to exit in three ways: being steady after the whole
annotation time has elapsed, going outside the annotation area,
or through the Done signal. Steadiness is considered as having completed the inspection, thus the system alerts the user
by entering the Anticipation state. Instead, when going outside
the current annotation area, an indication of the next best annotation is presented. Then, two events can produce the state
change: if the user keeps moving but passes over an annotation
considered displayable, the state changes to Show and the annotation is made immediately visible, or if the user stops interacting, after a small amount of time the state goes to Anticipation
to present the new annotation. Finally, sending Done, produces
a situation similar to auto-touring: if the next annotation is displayable the state changes to Goto, otherwise to Anticipation.
Note that, with this approach, we cannot distinguish if a user
remains inactive after having inspected an annotation because
the inspection has been completed or because the user is closely
inspecting/pondering on the current view. In the latter case,
repeatedly receiving a suggestion, through entering the Anticipation phase, might be considered annoying. To reduce this
effect, we increase the time for receiving a suggestion by doubling the inactive timeout each time the user does not accept the
suggestion by interacting during the Anticipation phase, up to
a maximum timeout. By contrast, the timeout is halved each
time a suggestion is accepted or a suggestion is requested, until
we reach the default timeout. In this paper, the minimum and
default timeout is 5s, and the maximum is 40s. An alternative
solution would have been to remove the timeout, and ask explicitly the user to signal the completion of interaction viewing,
which is now optional. This is still possible by configuring the
timeout to (much) larger values. However, we consider in this
work the small-timeout version, to test the typical setting of cultural heritage visits, which take into account the limited span of
attention of visitors and the need to streamline visits in order to
increase the visitor throughput while delivering enjoyable experiences.
During the visualization experience, thus, the system continuously performs two main tasks. The first is the selection (when
required) of the next best annotation to display (Sec. 5). The
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second is the management of the user activity through several
device mapped interactions (Sec. 6). Those two elements drive
the annotated model visualization and allow the user to seamlessly switch between interactive and automatic navigation.
5. Best annotation selection
During the navigation the system selects the next best annotation for the automatic tour using a scoring system. Following
Bettio et al. [7], we assign to each recorded annotation node i
a score Ni = γi σi Hi , where γi is the author-defined annotation
importance, σi is the similarity score depending on spatial and
semantic distance, and Hi is the history score depending upon
the activity log of the active user, that equals to 1 when the node
has not been visited in a recent time, and 0 when it has just been
visited. Hi is thus initialized to 1 for all the not visited nodes.
When a node is visited it goes immediately to 0, in order to
avoid presenting again the same node, then smoothly gets back
to 1 over a certain time, meaning that after a certain elapsed
time the user tends to forget the content of a node, and could be
presented again; this time can be set proportional to the amount
of the duration of the visual-audio annotations, in order to avoid
disturbing repetition of annotations before having seen the vast
majority (or all) of them. More details of each of these individual scores are presented in the original publication [7].
In order to consider dependencies, we extend this formulation by multiplying the node score Ni by a dependency score δi ,
which takes into account node precedence relations and their
weights, and by a topology score τi , which depends from level
of abstraction distances, to obtain a final annotation score
S i = δi τi Ni = δi τi γi σi Hi

(1)

5.1. The dependency score
The dependency score δi takes into account node precedence
relations and the corresponding weights. It expresses the fact
that the author would prefer a given node to be presented after its enabling nodes, with a weight depending on the edge
strength. This is achieved by taking the fuzzy logic AND (i.e.,
min operator) of a per-edge quantity that expresses if the node
has already been presented, and which strength should have this
information. The dependency score of node i is thus given by


δi = min 1 − ei j H j
(2)

5.2. The topology score
The aim of the topology score is to provide a configurable
orderly visit of the annotation database, without large semantic
jumps among proposed content. Since the graph structure encodes relations among annotations, e.g., by grouping and definition of levels of abstraction, we define a weight that favors
proximity relations in the graph. For instance, it is preferred to
visit children and siblings of the last active node, as the content
of their annotation is likely more strictly related to what just
presented than the content of other annotations in the graph.
For that purpose, we can define the semantic distance among
two annotations as the topological distance between the two
nodes containing them, which is the length of the shortest path
among the two nodes. In order to give the same proximity value
to siblings and children, we virtually insert edges among siblings. Note that this can be done directly in the distance computation method, without any structure modification, by setting
the distance among siblings to be one rather than two, as it
would be required if we were forced to go up to the parent and
then down again.
Given the current candidate node i and the last visited node
j, the topology score τi is then defined as:


min di j , d MAX
(3)
τi = 1 − β
d MAX
where di j is the shortest path in the graph between node i and
node j, while d MAX is a normalization factor used to define the
maximum allowed topology distance, which is independent of
global graph size (i.e., adding or removing distant nodes), and
is defined at authoring time (Fig. 4), and β is a scalar that is
equal to zero if the user is interactively moving the lens and one
otherwise.
In order to speed-up run-time evaluation of the topology
score, we precompute in advance all the mutual distances between graph nodes with the Floyd Warshall Algorithm [28],
which provides the shortest distances between every pair of vertices in a graph.

j

where j loops over all enabling nodes, ei j is the author-selected
edge weight linking node i to node j, and H j is the history
weight of the node j. For a strong dependency with weight
ei j = 1, when the parent node is not visited (H j = 1), the dependency weight δi is 0, thus blocking the presentation of the
node. When, instead, the parent is visited (H j = 0), the node
has δi = 1, so the node is completely enabled, and is thus included in the potential candidates for selection. When dependencies are, instead, weak, i.e. ei j < 1, the dependency score
will not reach 0, permitting, with low probability, the visit of a
node even if all the enabling nodes have not yet been visited.

Fig. 4: Topology distance. Annotation graph with parent and sibling relations.
Topology distances computed with respect to the red node. Topology score is
derived by the depicted formula with d MAX = 4.

The scalar β allows us to tune the behavior of the system depending on the current situation. Taking into account the topo-
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logical distance in the annotation graph is of primary importance during automatic touring or when the user explicitly asks
for suggestions, as it is very reasonable to strongly favor semantic proximity over spatial proximity. On the other hand, when
the user is freely moving, especially far from the last displayed
annotation, switching subjects in order to show locally relevant
information is often the expected behavior, as users typically
move for new knowledge discovery, also signaling with their
motion that the current story flow can be modified.
5.3. Choosing the best annotation
The next best annotation is then selected by taking into account the scores S i , which determine the suitability of each particular annotation for a given context. When scores are widely
different, the annotation with the highest score must definitely
be preferred, as lower-scored annotations would seem out-ofcontext. However, when scores are very similar, several different annotations might be considered suitable. This is not an
unlikely situation, especially when no annotation is overlapping
with the current lens. To take into account this situation, rather
than just selecting the annotation with the highest score, we perform a stochastic selection among a small set of nodes that have
a similar high score. In particular, we select a cutoff score S c
equal to a fraction C of the maximum achieved score, and extract the subset of K nodes which have a score higher than this
threshold. We then assign to each node in this subset a picking probability pk = PSi kS i , and select the next best annotation
according to this probability. In such a way, the exploration is
open to a wider range of possible paths, while maintaining the
author dependency requirements.
When the cutoff C is set to 100%, there is no stochastic selection, and the system, let alone, always repeats the same tour. In
this paper, the cutoff C is, instead, tuned depending on the current situation. In particular, it is equal to 95% when searching
for annotations while the user moves the lens, and to 60% otherwise. This makes it possible to choose among a large number
of likely paths when performing automatic tours or the user is
requesting suggestions, increasing the variability of the exploration experience, while avoiding the selection of incoherent
solutions. This variability is important for casual visitors, as it
makes the visit more engaging and less repetitive (see Sec. 7.2
for an evaluation of the effect).
6. User interface and device mapping
Our user interface for lens-based exploration requires minimal user input, and can be mapped to input devices in a variety of ways. For lens and camera movement, we employ the
recently-introduced approach of Bettio et al. [7], that couples
lens and camera motion to always ensure a good focus-andcontext placement of the lens within the view. Using this approach, the user manipulates only the lens, changing its position
and radius, and the system automatically computes the camera translation and scale updates in order to always maintain
a good focus-and-context situation. In our current implementation, we realized both a multi-touch solution and a mousecontrolled version.
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At the start of the navigation, the lens is moved to the best
position for the first annotation selected (a selected root node
in the annotation graph). Then, the user can pan the lens by a
one-finger pan gesture (or by using the left mouse button), and
use pinch-to-zoom (or the wheel or up/down movement holding the right mouse button) to modify lens scale. In both cases,
the controller adjusts camera position and zoom to maintain
the focus-and-context condition. The state machine, running
in background, reacts to lens and camera motions to change interaction modes and update the display, as detailed in Sec. 4.
The user interface also includes additional features that implement all the characteristics of the controller. In particular,
during the Show and Interact state, the lens has always a small
button with a cross that, when clicked (with a touch or a left
mouse click), triggers the Done signal (Fig. 6). That signal
communicates to the system the fact that the user has finished
inspecting the current annotation, and asks to visualize the next
best annotation. The Done button is not available during the
Anticipation and the transition state Goto.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Annotation Rendering. Rendering within the lens shows the original
annotation colors, instead for content outside of the lens the colors are transformed into grayscale.

Visual signals also enrich the interface during transitions.
The Anticipation state, in particular alerts the user that the current annotation is going to be replaced by the next one. To convey this message, we progressively change the color of the lens
boundary from white to red, to alert the user that the system is
about to go to the next annotation if the user does not restart to
interact with the lens.
The other important visual signals concern annotation display. The representation used for the annotation depends on
whether it is the currently active annotation or the next proposed one, as well as on whether the annotation is within its
display range or outside it.
The current annotation, when considered displayable, is rendered with full color within the lens and dimmed outside the
lens (Fig. 5a). In the Anticipation state, as well as in the Interact
states when the lens moves out of the current annotation, both
the current annotation and the next one are displayed. When the
next annotation becomes current, the previous one disappears.
One of the main problems to tackle is the display of annotations that are not currently visible (e.g., far from the lens, outside of the view frustum, or outside of the zoom range). This
occurs, in particular, when the user must suggest the next annotation and provide directions towards it.
The problem of displaying out-of-view objects is subject
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Fig. 6: Interface glyph. Glyphs rendered during interaction with the lens outside the current annotation area. A cross button, placed over the lens border,
can be used to communicate Done signal. Red arrow and spot indicate the direction and position of the next annotation center. Hand lens with minus sign,
indicates necessity of zoom out (plus sign would be used for zoom in).

of much research, and the main techniques are distinguished
among the use of leading cues attached to the target, meaning that some part of the cue is always spatially connected to
the target, and directing cues, mostly fixed in the user’s view
and giving the user a general direction to the target instead of
providing a direct path to follow [29]. In this work, we use a
combination of both.
In particular, to indicate to the user an annotation that cannot
be displayed, we use a combination of three indication glyphs:
arrow, spot and zoom (Fig. 6). A dynamically oriented arrow
placed around the lens, similar to a compass needle, points in
the direction toward the next annotation center. It acts as a directing cue, but is not fixed in the view but attached to the lens,
since it is, at the same time, the object that controls navigation
and the area where the user is focusing. Moreover, if the annotation cannot be displayed but is within the viewport (e.g.,
because out of zoom range), we use as leading cue a red filled
dot placed at the center of the new annotation. A zoom indicator, a small hand lens with plus or minus sign, shows if a change
of zoom is required to properly see the annotation.
In addition to annotation overlays and leading and directing
cues, we also employ audio to convey semantic information
without overloading the visual channel. This is particularly important for our lens-based interface, since fixed text areas would
require users to move their focus out of the lens, while moveable text areas attached to the lens would provoke considerable
masking in the lens context.
7. Implementation and results
We implemented the proposed approach on a web-based platform. The inspected model, the annotations, and all corresponding metadata are made available by a standard web server to a
web client running in a browser on top of WebGL2, a JavaScript
API that closely conforms to OpenGL ES 3.0 and can be used
in HTML5 <canvas> elements without requiring plugins. The
client can run in regular web browsers (we tested, in particular,
Firefox, Chromium, and Chrome on both Windows and Linux
platforms, and Edge on Windows), supporting both mouse or

Fig. 7: Multiplatform application. The same web-based implementation is
used for multiple use cases. The top image shows the application running inside
a web browser on a desktop platform. The bottom images show two frames
from the recorded video of an interactive session on a large touch screen for a
walk-up-and-use museum installation.

multi-touch input using the TouchEvent API. Fig. 7 shows how
we can adapt to multiple use cases, including full-screen display
on large multitouch installations, and desktop or tablet visualization for web distribution.
While our methods are generally applicable to 2D exploration use cases, the particular implementation discussed here
refers to multi-layered relightable image models. These models consist of a series of registered multiresolution image-based
layers of shape and material information. These layers can
come out of a variety of pipelines which produce parametric
information, including both RTI representations and spatiallyvarying normal and BRDF fields, possibly obtained by fusing
multi-spectral data.
The preparation of the relightable images and their layers, all
the annotations and the authored annotation grouping (node and
edge attributes) in the relation-dependent, hierarchical graph,
and all the associated audio clips are done off-line. They are
stored in a repository that contains the set of image layers, the
audio clips, a configuration file that manages the arrangement
of those layers, and a file that includes both the text annotations with all the graph structure. At run-time, the viewer loads
a scene description that includes the annotation database, and
starts navigation by placing a lens at the root position.
We have tested our system on a variety of models. In this
paper, we provide an objective and subjective evaluation centered around the exploration of a cultural heritage scene, with
the aim of analyzing and assessing the suitability of our navigation system for casual users, as typical on museum web sites or
walk-up-and-use installations. The accompanying videos provide an illustration of the behavior of our method, as well as
sample footage from our user tests.
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Fig. 8: Mont’e Prama Dataset. Three statues from the Mont’e Prama collection of prehistoric stone sculptures (from left to right): Warrior n.3, Archer n.5,
and Boxer n.15. The left image shows the content of all the annotations of the
database, while the right image shows the corresponding lenses.

7.1. Dataset preparation
The test dataset is a relightable multi-layered rendered image
of three representative models from the Mont’e Prama collection of prehistoric stone sculptures [30, 31]: Archer n.5, Boxer
n.15, and Warrior n.3 (Fig. 8). The annotation database concerns reconstruction hypotheses, artistic details and part descriptions. It contains 108 annotations at multiple scales that
form 25 annotation groups; in total we have 107 edges that express groups and nodes dependencies. An illustration of all annotations in one single frame and the density of all lenses is
shown in Fig. 8. All the annotations were given the same authored importance.
In creating our annotation database, our goal was to enrich
the plain visual representation with pieces of interesting information taken from the historical and semantic knowledge in the
Mont’e Prama related literature. The intention was to ensure
that the annotations, in terms of visual and audio content, are
easy to interpret for a common user, without any prior knowledge of paleo history.
Starting from the source information contained in a dedicated
archaeological books series [32], we created a variety of annotation, that can be concisely classified into (A) graphical extensions of missing parts, limbs and accessories of the statues (total
n. 22) (Fig. 9a), (B) prominent regions of peculiar patterns and
designs (total n. 11) (Fig. 9b), (C) highlighted areas with particular conservation states (e.g., showing well preserved parts
for virtual reconstruction or their dimensions) (total n. 54)
(Fig. 9c), (D) visual pointers of biological phenomena unseen
to the naked eyes (total n. 13) (Fig. 9d), (E) frames marked
with exclusive segments for additional historic and sculpting
details (e.g. highlighting fine carving details over the surface
together with information about sculpture techniques and tools)
supported by pictorial references or images (e.g., comparison
with small bronze statues) (total n. 08) (Fig. 9e). Each annotation contains both a visual markup, intended lens position and
rendering parameters, and an explanatory audio clip.
7.2. Scoring system analysis
The proposed framework allows one to mix purely automatic
navigation with interaction, since the user may take control
of the lens during any path, and auto navigation restarts from
the new user-updated lens and view configuration. We show
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this behaviour in Fig. 11. The transitions marked with red arrows depict lens movements/positions decided by the user (not
by the automatic generated path); the next annotation selected
by the automatic algorithm (transitions marked with green arrows) takes into account the dependency graph and the history,
while being consistent with the lens positioning provided by
the user. In Fig. 11, after the first three automatic frames, the
user interrupts the automatic navigation three times, in order to
move and inspect all the three statues. The accompanying video
shows additional examples of this behavior, in which we seamlessly move from automatic touring to interactive exploration,
and, each time, the tour restarts taking into account the possibly
largely modified local context.
In order to evaluate the behavior of our scoring system, we
tested the automatic navigation without the free movements introduced by the manual exploration (see Sec. 7.3 for a detailed
analysis of users’ interaction and their subjective validation).
In this setup, since the graph was authored with a single root
node (the statue overview) required for all further inspection
(dependency weight=1), we expect that the navigation always
starts from the root and, from there, a relevance-based order
would be followed by navigation, taking into account graph hierarchy and node/edge priorities. In addition, we expect our
navigation to enable a good level of variety, due to the stochastic
aspects of our annotation selection (Sec. 5.3). We performed 20
automatic tours, each of them visiting 20 nodes, always starting
from an initial position at the center of the screen and viewing
all the scene in the viewport. Despite the same initial conditions, the 20 tours visited a total of 69 nodes with respect to the
108 contained in the graph. This fact shows how a stochastic
component in path selection avoids full repetitiveness, providing different exploration experiences to the users, also in fully
automated mode.
Fig. 10 (bottom three rows) shows three runs of the autonavigation, with time going from left to right. It is clear how
the first view is always the same, i.e., the graph root presenting
the annotation related to the whole set of statues. Even if the
lens is centered, providing a higher node priority to the center
statue, there are several situations in which one of the other statues is selected first, due to our selection strategy with picking
probability proportional to weight and our loose β value in this
mode of operation. From there, the navigation continues with
a spatial and semantic consistency, e.g., if a high-level node of
a statue has been visited, the navigation continues with higher
probability in the leaf nodes of that same statue. The semantic
choice cooperates with the spatial one; if the visualization of
a statue’s annotation enables the visiting of the detail nodes of
that statue, the visiting of nearby details of another statue still
remain blocked until their enabling nodes have been enabled.
Thus, the authored hierarchical grouping of the annotations enables the introduction of semantic constraints.
Conversely, when edges are not present, as in previous work
on lens navigation [7], such constraints are not possible, and
the next best annotation in a navigation path may be selected
from a nearby statue based on pure proximity consideration.
We repeated the 20 runs with 20 annotations each, using the
same database, but with edge dependencies disabled. In such a
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(a) Graphical Extensions
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(b) Patterns and Designs

(c) Cons.

(d) Biological Phenomena

(e) Historic and Sculpting details

Fig. 9: Annotation Classes. We create a variety of annotation classes, i.e., (a) graphical extensions of missing parts, (b) regions of peculiar patterns and designs,
(c) highlighted areas with particular conservation states, (d) visual pointers of biological phenomena, and (e) historic and sculpting details.

Fig. 10: Automatic navigation. Top row (yellow outline):an example of automatic navigation without using the dependency graph. The path proceeds by going
from an annotation to the most similar one, without taking into account semantic aspects (e.g., same statue, from more general to specific annotation). Other rows
(blue outline): several examples of automatic navigation with the dependency graph. All exploration paths start from the same annotation, and all tours share a
similar flow, dictated by authored graph dependencies. Nonetheless, they introduce variations due to our stochastic next-best annotation selection process. The
dependencies introduce semantic aspects, in this example favoring the presentation of a statue’s detail after presenting its overview.

situation, we explored a total 72 nodes. Since more degrees
of freedom are available due to the lack of edges linking to
enabling nodes, the number of visited nodes is slightly larger.
However, the paths are less structured, as they jump more frequently, for instance, from one statue to another. The first row
of Fig. 10 shows an example of that kind of navigation, where
edges are removed, and navigation proceeds purely by selecting the most similar annotations. Without taking into account a
hierarchy of nodes, the storytelling aspect of the automatic navigation might get lost, as also demonstrated by our dedicated
user study (Sec. 7.3.1).

the dependency δ, the topology weight τ, and the three weights
that produce the similarity value σ, i.e., the lens overlap σlens ,
the context overlap σcont , and the location similarity σloc . The
results are reported in Fig. 12. As we can see, there is a good
balance in the different terms, but the three most important factors are the Overlap, Topology, and Location weights. It is important to note that overlap and location are closely related to
selection by spatial proximity, while topology relates to semantic continuity.

In order to better understand how the next annotation is selected, and to have a more clear idea about the contributions of
the single weights to the final annotation ranking score, we also
launched several autotours, and we collected a series of data to
compute the Pearson correlation coefficient ρS ,x = cov(S ,x)/σS σx
between the final score S and the individual components x of
the scoring system of Equation 1. In particular, we consider the
author-defined annotation importance γ, the history score H,

The proposed navigation framework has been obtained by
combining two main elements. From the narrative side, we have
the audio-visual annotations and their structured organization,
while from the purely visual data we have the multi-layered 2D
model. From the user point of view, it is extremely challenging to assess and validate the combination of a narrative element and the interface that drives the communication between
that and the user. This is mainly due to the lack of reliable

7.3. User Study
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Fig. 11: Mixing automatic and free exploration. Our framework enables both automatic and free navigation. As soon as the user moves the lens (transitions
marked with red arrow), the automatic navigation stops. When it restarts (transitions marked in green), the next frame is selected by taking into account both the
dependency graph, the navigation history, and the user-updated lens and view configuration.

S1-G
S2-G
S3-F
S4-G
S5-G
S6-G
Fig. 12: Score vs Weights Correlation. We show the Pearson correlation coefficient between the final annotation score and each factor that contributes to
that score. We can see that the three most important factors are the Overlap,
Topology, and Location weights.

S7-G
S8-F
S9-F

and standard metrics or practices that have enough consensus
when assessing interface usability together with content user
understanding. Considering and evaluating each part separately
might be a good way to quantify their contribution to the user
experience [33]. However, this approach does not take into account the effects that only arise because of the combination of
several elements. If those components increase in number, the
combinatorial nature of the problem makes the evaluation even
more complex, unreliable, and non-practical.
For this reason, we concentrate here on answering two main
research questions that are connected to the main differences
between this work and previous ones.
The first question is whether the introduction of an annotation graph, with edges connecting annotations to their enabling
nodes, leads to explorations that are perceived as an important
improvement over presentations using methods that only considered an individual list of annotations (e.g., [7]). This question is explored through our Autotour test (Sec. 7.3.1).
The second question is, instead, related to the overall user
experience. In particular, we want to investigate whether casual
users remain active or passive in presence of system that provide both automatic touring and interactive exploration, and if
they prefer a system that actively follows their actions or prefer to limit their interaction to local investigations inside an inflexible authored story. This question is explored through our
Interaction test (Sec. 7.3.2).
7.3.1. Autotour Test
Goal. The purpose of this test is to understand, from the user
perspective, if the introduction of the structured annotation
graph increases the user experience during the Autotour mode
compared to an automatic navigation that is free and ignores
the semantic relationships between annotations. In this setup,

S10-G
S11-G
S12-G

GRAPH Visit is more engaging than FREE Visit.
GRAPH Visit held my attention more than FREE Visit.
GRAPH Visit is more boring than FREE Visit.
Information presentation is more clear in GRAPH Visit
than in FREE Visit.
GRAPH Visit presents the information more organically
than FREE Visit.
GRAPH Visit provided me with more intellectual stimulation than FREE Visit.
GRAPH Visit, more than FREE Visit, motivated me to
learn more about the Mont’e Prama collection
GRAPH Visit, more than FREE Visit, presents the cultural heritage content in a more scattered way.
GRAPH Visit is more distracting than FREE Visit.
The story told by GRAPH Visit is better structured than
that told by FREE Visit.
In GRAPH Visit I gained more knowledge than in FREE
Visit.
I enjoyed GRAPH Visit more than FREE Visit.

Table 1: Autotour Test - Statements. List of statements in the Autotour evaluation Likert-scale questionnaire. In order to avoid the agreement bias, half of
the participants were presented the questions in their reverse form, i.e., swapping GRAPH and FREE as the preferred method.

in order to have a more controlled experiment, user interaction
is not considered.
Configurations. We produce two types of videos of automatic
exploration of the digital model. One is obtained by launching
the Autotour mode that uses the structured annotation graph,
while the other produces an automatic exploration by completely ignoring annotation semantic relationships encoded in
edges, therefore approximating the method of Bettio et al. [7]
that works on a flat annotation database. The content presented
in the two videos starts exactly from the same database in terms
of visual representations (shape, color, illumination, etc.), texts,
drawings, and audio clips. The main difference between the two
videos is the way the information has been selected and organized for presentation. Each visit has an equal length of two
minutes. We have produced many different Autotour navigations with the two modalities, in order not to have biases produced by a particular exploration run. We call the two modalities GRAPH visit and FREE visit.
Tasks. We ask participants to take a look at the two virtual visits of a set of three statues from the Mont’e Prama collection,
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gagement in museum visits. To avoid the agreement bias, i.e.,
the tendency of a respondent to agree with a statement when
in doubt, half the respondents were presented with the questions reversed, i.e., swapping GRAPH and FREE references in
their formulation. To simplify the presentation of the results, we
have transformed back the order for the half cases in which we
inverted the G/F order. In addition, some questions are slightly
similar or opposite to each other to create a redundancy that
is useful to test if the user has given consistent responses. We
take this into account in the computation of the questionnaire
consistency score.

Fig. 13: Autotour Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the statements in Tab. 1. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red, Strongly
Disagree) to right (dark blue, Strongly Agree).

Fig. 14: Autotour Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statement
in Tab. 1. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scores mean disagreement. In blue are statements that favor the GRAPH visit, while in red are
those that favorite the FREE visit. In all statements, users agree that GRAPH
visit is better than FREE one.

and to build an opinion on which of them they prefer. We will
ask them several questions to understand that opinion.
Design. The test is subdivided in three phases. We first ask
general questions to the users, in order to understand the type
and distribution of the participants. In the second part, we
blindly show participants two videos of a navigation of a digital
model. The participants don’t know which video is the GRAPH
or FREE mode; the users don’t even know the details of the two
modalities, they only know that the two videos present different model explorations. From the produced videos in the two
modalities (with or without structured annotation graph), for
each user we randomly pick one example from each modality,
and we randomized the video presentation order. Finally, we
ask several questions to understand which videos/exploration
they have preferred. We design the questionnaire as a Likert
Scale [34] form with a series of twelve statements (Tab. 1), with
five possible choices, i.e., Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral,
Agree, Strongly Agree. The statements are marked as S X −G or
S X − F depending on the fact that a positive feedback is respectively given to the proposed solution (GRAPH) or the reference
navigation strategy (FREE). The questions are inspired by Othman’s work [35] about measuring visitors’ experiences and en-

Participants. The group of participants consists in 140 users
(65% female and 35% male). The 3.6% are high school graduates, 5% with an associate’s degree, 29.3% with a Bachelor’s degree, 41.4% with a Graduate or professional degree,
and 20% have a PhD. About 84% have a STEM background,
while 10% of them come from the Humanities field. They were
recruited using a mailing lists across various leading institutions involved in both Computer Science (specifically Computer Graphics and Visualization), CH studies, and applications. Through direct mailing, we have also tried to include participants representative of the general public, with a more heterogeneous background. They are researchers (15%), students
(22.1%), teachers/professors (22.1%), IT professionals (2.1%),
developers (5.0%), house wives (4.3%), and others (29.3%),
which include freelancers, technologists, managers, and unemployed people. The age is ranging from 18-25 (41.4%), to 26-35
(29.3%), 36-50 (18.6%), 51-64 (10%), and over 65 (0.7%). We
also have a heterogeneous set of people in terms of familiarity
with museums/exhibitions and virtual museum presentations.
About 60% of them have visited a museum last year, but 45%
of them have no familiarity with virtual museum presentations;
for the 60% of them, this is the first time they try an interactive setup similar to that proposed in this paper. Finally, half of
them did not have any knowledge of the Mont’e Prama collection presented in the test.
User evaluation. We evaluate the Autotour test from three
points of view, i.e., graphically, by a scoring system, and by
computing the Cronbach’s alpha reliability of the questionnaire.
We choose the Cronbach’s alpha since it is the most commonly
used metrics to assess the internal consistency of a questionnaire made up of multiple Likert-type scales [36, 37]. First, we
plot the histogram of responses for each statement (Fig. 13).
The responses are color mapped from left (dark red is Strongly
Disagree) to right (dark blue is Strongly Agree. It is clear how
the S X − G statements are more towards the Agree and Strongly
Agree part, while the S X − F statements contain more disagreement form the user. These results confirm that the user prefers
more the GRAPH than the FREE navigation; this can be seen in
the last statement, which explicitly ask the user the preference
between the two exploration strategy. Here, 53.6% of the participants prefer the GRAPH Visit, 23.6% have a neutral opinion,
while only 22.8% prefer the FREE Visit. In order to assign a
numerical score to each single statement and a global score to
the entire test, we linearly map each of the five responses to
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scoring value, as typical for Likert scales [34]. In our case, respectively, from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree, we assign
−1, −1/2, 0, 1/2, 1 values. The statement score is the average of
the responses received by participants. As illustrated in Fig. 14,
the statements marked as S X − G obtain a positive score, while
the statements that judge positively the FREE Visit (marked as
S X − F), received a negative score. This, again, confirms that
in each statement the users prefer the GRAPH Visit. In order
to compute the final global score, we take the average of statement scores, after negating those marked as S X − F, obtaining
a value between −1 and 1. A positive global score would mean
that the users prefer our proposed automatic exploration system,
a negative score that they prefer the other one, while a close to
zero score would mean no preference. The final global score
is 0.55, showing a very marked preference for the GRAPH version. We found that the reliability of the questionnaire is very
high, with a Cronbach’s alpha equal to 0.91. Since some questions are by design redundant, and since this can cause a bias in
the Cronbach’s alpha computation, we have also estimated the
reliability by removing statements 2, 5, 10, and 12; the Cronbach’s alpha becomes 0.81, which is still very high. The user
test thus confirms that the more coherent order induced by the
graph, as evaluated in Sec. 7.2, leads to a perceivably improved
experience.
S1-A
S2-F
S3-A
S4-A
S5-F

S6-A
S7-F

S8-F
S9-A
S10-F
S11-A
S12-F

ADAPTIVE exploration is more engaging than FIXED
exploration.
FIXED exploration held my attention more than ADAPTIVE exploration.
FIXED exploration is more boring than ADAPTIVE exploration.
Information presentation is more clear with ADAPTIVE
exploration than with FIXED exploration.
ADAPTIVE exploration, more than FIXED exploration,
guides you toward new annotations far from the region
you want to explore.
ADAPTIVE exploration provided me with more intellectual stimulation than FIXED exploration.
FIXED exploration, more than ADAPTIVE exploration,
motivated me to learn more about the Mont’e Prama collection.
FIXED exploration, more than ADAPTIVE exploration,
follows better your exploration intention.
FIXED exploration is more distracting than ADAPTIVE
exploration.
They story told by FIXED exploration satisfies you more
than that told by ADAPTIVE exploration.
With ADAPTIVE exploration I gained more knowledge
than with FIXED exploration.
I enjoyed more FIXED exploration than ADAPTIVE exploration.

Table 2: Interaction Test - Statements. List of statements in the Interaction
evaluation Likert-scale questionnaire. In order to avoid the agreement bias,
half of the participants were presented the questions in their reverse form, i.e.,
swapping FIXED and ADAPTIVE as the preferred method.

7.3.2. Interactive navigation test
Goal. We aim to compare a classical exploration based on fixed
authored tours with the new proposed solution where the tour
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Fig. 15: Interaction Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the statements in Tab. 2. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red, Strongly
Disagree) to right (dark blue, Strongly Agree).

Fig. 16: Interaction Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statement in Tab. 2. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scores mean
disagreement. In blue are statements that favorite the ADAPTIVE exploration,
while in red are those that favorite the FIXED navigation. Apart from statement
5 and 9, users agree that ADAPTIVE visit is better than FIXED one.

is adaptively adjusted in response to user actions. For more
generality, rather than restricting our comparison to the fully
static video presentations proposed by systems such as CHEROb [14], we chose as a term of comparison the slightly more
flexible interruptible video navigation method popularized by
ArtMyn [38], which allows users to pause the video presentation to perform local exploration. In addition to analyzing user
preferences, we also want to investigate whether casual users
remain active or passive in front of these presentation systems.
Configurations. We configure two types of interaction experiences. In the first one, called FIXED, we show participants
an image of an artwork, and we guide them through a preestablished and pre-recorded (but interruptible) navigation of
a sequence of annotations attached to it. At any moment, the
user can interrupt the navigation, and interact with the virtual
environment to inspect the database, e.g., to look in more detail
at some areas discussed in the pre-recorded story. After interaction, the automatic navigation continues from the point where
it was stopped (as in the navigation method popularized by ArtMyn [38]), following the fixed pre-recorded annotation path. In
the second interaction test, called ADAPTIVE, we adaptively select and present annotations with the methods presented in this
paper, which allow users to freely mix interaction with guided
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touring.
Tasks. The experiments consisted in letting users to freely explore the annotated sculptures, after a minimal training and
without external direction. Users were told that their goal was
simply to enjoy the experience and acquire information at their
own pace in a prescribed short limited amount of time, exploiting the audio-visual annotations provided by the system, and
using the interaction capabilities of the lens-based interface.
This reflects well the scenario of a walk-up-and-use experience
in a museum setup, as well as the situation encountered in museum web sites.
Design. The test is subdivided in two phases, focused on the interface usability and the presentation rationale/order. In the first
phase, each participant actively tests the two exploration modalities, i.e. FIXED and ADAPTIVE. The modalities are presented
to the participant in a random order. First, we make users familiar with the interface and the navigation task; so, before the
actual test, users receive a one-page instruction describing the
overall test, the interface, and the user-interface mapping; they
are also allowed to test the tool without performing the task.
After that, the exploration task is performed with the two configurations, and a series of variables are recorded to measure
the user experience, i.e., number of annotation visited (manually or during an autotour), autotour or interaction time, etc.
Each test has a fixed duration of 3 minutes. At the end of both
the two interaction experiments, the participants were asked to
fill a Likert scale questionnaire with five options for each question, i.e., Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly
Agree. The statements are marked as S X − A or S X − F depending on the fact that a positive feedback is respectively given to
the proposed solution (ADAPTIVE) or the reference navigation
strategy (FIXED). The twelve statements of the questionnaire
are shown in Tab. 2. The type and order of the statements are
designed and presented to the user with the same rationale of the
previous test (see Sec. 7.3.1), including the strategy to avoid the
agreement bias. To simplify result presentation, questions are
presented here in their canonical form.
Participants. The group of participants consists in 33 users
(21.2% female and 78.8% male) recruited among students, families and friends of researchers working at our center. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and, as now
extremely common, had basic computer or smartphone literacy. The 6.1% are high school graduates, 24.2% with a Bachelor’s degree, 33.3% with a Graduate or professional degree,
33.3% have a PhD, and 3.0% prefer not to answer. About
94% have a STEM background, while 3% of them come from
the Humanities field. They are researchers (54.5%), students
(18.2%), teachers/professors (6.1%), developers (12.1%), and
others (9.1%), which include home workers, designers, and administrators. The age are ranging from less than 18 (3.0%), 1825 (9.1%), 26-35 (24.2%), 36-50 (48.5%), and 51-64 (15.2%).
We also have an heterogeneous set of people in terms of familiarity with museums/exhibitions and virtual museum presentations. About 80% of them have visited a museum last year,

and 9.1% of them have no familiarity with virtual museum presentations; for 15.2% of them, this is the first time they try an
interactive setup. Finally, only 6.1% of them did not have any
knowledge of the Mont’e Prama collection presented in the test.
User evaluation. As for the previous test, we evaluate the Interaction test from three points of view, i.e., graphically, by a
scoring system, and by computing the Cronbach’s alpha reliability of the questionnaire. First, we plot the histogram of responses for each statement (Fig. 15). The responses are color
mapped from left (dark red, Strongly Disagree) to right (dark
blue, Strongly Agree). It is clear how the majority of S X − A
statements are more towards the Agree and Strongly Agree part,
while most of the S X − F statements express a disagreement
form the user. While responses are generally consistent, we discovered that some questions are not clear to some of the users.
S 5−F asks the users if the ADAPTIVE exploration leads farther
away from the region they want to explore than the FIXED path
navigation; ADAPTIVE exploration typically remains close to
the position of the user, while FIXED mode will continue to the
next pre-defined annotation, completely ignoring user will. In
fact, when the statement expresses the same concept, but in a
different way, such as the statement S 8 − F, some users recognize that the FIXED exploration does not follow the participants
exploration intention better than the ADAPTIVE exploration.
Although users gained more knowledge from the ADAPTIVE
exploration (S 11 − A), and found the proposed solution more
satisfactory (S 12 − F,S 6 − A) and engaging (S 1 − A). Nonetheless they found the ADAPTIVE slightly more distracting than
the FIXED one (S 9 − A). The effect is very small, and it is not
evident to judge the reason as no specific comments were made.
Our hypothesis is that, especially for naive users, the reduced
set of possibilities offered by the FIXED exploration requires
less learning and mental effort to manage navigation decisions,
reducing the mental mode switches from fully guided to interactive. In any case, the unambiguous final statement demonstrates that the users prefer more the ADAPTIVE modalities
than the FIXED one. In particular, 63.6% of the participants
prefer the ADAPTIVE navigation, 9.1% does not have a preference, while 27.3% prefer the FIXED alternative. We assign
a numerical score to both each single statement and a global
score to the entire test similarly to the previous test. As done
in the User evaluation of Sec. 7.3.1, we convert qualitative responses to numerical values, thus obtaining the final scores per
statement in Fig. 16. Even with the presence of the inconsistently interpreted statements, most of the statements marked as
S X − A obtain a positive score, while most of those that judge
positively the FIXED exploration (marked as S X − F), received
a negative score. This, again, confirms the strong preference
towards the ADAPTIVE solution. In order to compute the final
global score, we sum all the single statement scores, by multiplying by −1 those marked as S X − F, and we remap between
0 and 1. A positive global score means that the users prefer our
proposed automatic exploration system, otherwise they prefer
the other one. The final global score is 0.58, showing a large
preference. We found that the reliability of the questionnaire is
very high, with a Cronbach’s alpha equal to 0.91 for all questions, and 0.87 after the removal of redundant statements, i.e.,
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2, 5, 10, and 12.
Usage statistics. The different perception of the two modalities is also reflected in a different usage pattern, despite the very
similar control interface. On average, users spend considerably
more time interacting using the ADAPTIVE solution. On average, 41.6s (median 40.5, min 0, max 108) are spent actively
moving the lens, against the 29.2 for the FIXED solution (median 28, min 0, max 77.3). Interestingly, there has been a user
that in both cases remained completely passive, just listening
to the story without ever attempting to move the lens. The interactive exploration in the ADAPTIVE solution also leads to a
slightly larger number of annotations visited. On average, 16.6
annotations (median 17, min 9. max 27) are presented (with
overlay and audio explanation) against the 15.2 (median 14, min
8, max 51) for the FIXED version. The higher number of annotations is due to the dynamic activation of new annotations
when the users explore new areas. Again, here, it is interesting to note the singular behavior of a user (one of the two that
never attempted to move the lens) that continuously skipped to
the next annotation at maximum speed (reaching the max of 51
annotations displayed and played in 3 minutes).
Free comments. After the experiments, we collected in the
web forms a series of comments about both the FIXED and
ADAPTIVE explorations. Several users explicitly stated that
the FIXED modality is a little confusing, since they ”have no
control over the system. The system just explains things and
the only thing the user can do is skip the explanations”. They
find it annoying that, when they move around, they can only explore the model without having any explanation of what they are
looking at, so they find it of little use to let the user move around
interrupting the guided tour. Similarly, other users complain
about the fact that they don’t find too intuitive how to guide
the interaction; they could easily find regions of interest in the
three statues, but couldn’t find a way to visualize their details by
themselves without waiting for the auto-tour to show them (if
the Autotour decides to show them). Moreover, when they focus on a detail they continue to hear another audio explanation
from the pre-defined series of visual/audio annotation. From
this perspective they much preferred the ADAPTIVE configuration, finding it pretty nice and flexible. They can enjoy jumping
from an annotation to another without waiting for the predefined path tour. So the ADAPTIVE exploration allows them
to inspect much more details. We can also conclude that the
FIXED exploration is more geared towards a mostly passive experience, with little differences than watching a video. Finally,
several comments suggested possible changes in the interface
implementation. For the FIXED modality they ask to provide
more visual cues and colors. Conversely, for both modalities,
they find that would be useful to speed up the annotation time (it
takes too long to change the lens color), to allow users to move
not only the lens but also the background scene, and to change
the glyph for the Done button (they think that an X isn’t the perfect button for this action). While in preparing the annotations
we favored the audio and visual overlays to avoid clutter, a part
of the users suggested us to add some more text to the annotated
regions, since they think it could make the CH content easier to
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understand. Concerning the audio annotation, users suggest to
fade that out smoothly when changing the annotation, rather
than stopping it abruptly. Moreover, one user suggested to include a list of available annotations displayed somewhere in the
screen (e.g. a thumbnail bar) to complement the current presentation display. Most of these suggestions point to aspects
orthogonal to this work, and might be integrated in future versions of the system.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a framework that aims at presenting annotations in a structured way. The approach is meant to support casual users to explore, at their own pace, spatially annotated 2D models using an interactive lens that moves from
an interesting area to the next, while also responding to user
inputs, following shifts in interest and attention. The presentation order is dynamically dependent on lens position, navigation history and authoring information encoded in an annotation
graph. The integration of a stochastic recommendation system
that interprets context-dependent scores as transition probabilities makes it possible to increase the variability of exploration
paths. Moreover, the user can freely mix personal/free exploration with automatic touring.
Our very preliminary evaluation has shown the potential interest of the approach, but also highlighted areas for future research. First of all, the current approach is targeted towards the
exploration of areas that fit well on a circular lens, but should
be refined when pointing at areas where linear or extended features should be explored. We plan to address this problem by
storing at each node not only a single lens position, but a lens
path for the exploration of the annotated area. Second, the dependencies presented here currently target the definition of simple precedence relations expressed by taking the fuzzy AND
of values coming from enabling nodes. It is worth exploring
whether fully supporting other logical operators (i.e., at least
OR, XOR, and NOT) would be beneficial for improving the authoring expressiveness. Edges, in addition, might also benefit
from being augmented with audio information, which could be
played when a particular transition is activating, extending the
current experience that limits audio clips to individual annotations. This latter feature, while interesting, is feasible within the
current system for fully automatic transitions that move from
one node to the next, but might require special care to be integrated with free-form lens motion.
The proposed annotation graph, state machine, and navigation interface have been applied in this work to interactions on
an image plane. Such a 2D interactive exploration is natural for
2D objects, and is often applied also to fixed views of general
3D objects. The relightable 2.5D dataset used in this work is a
typical example. A particularly interesting extension would be
to apply this work to full 3D models using a less constrained interface. While, from the annotation point of view, our proposed
concepts should already support a direct 3D extension, the interactive control and guiding components would need to be significantly extended. First of all, interactively manipulating lenses
on 3D models require special care. Several solutions have been
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proposed to control lenses in screen-space (e.g., [39, 40, 41] or
object-space (e.g., [42, 43]), but none of these techniques seamlessly supports navigation on multiple models with coupled lens
and camera control. How to control a lens while keeping an effective focus and context situation is an open problem in 3D.
In terms of guidance, moreover, the various terms used for determining the next best lens would need to be adapted to 3D,
in particular taking into account 3D visibility. A starting point
could be the work done by Balsa et al. [17] for camera navigation.
Moreover, authoring, orthogonal to this work, also deserves
attention, in particular in case of extension of the dependency
logic. Finally, our current evaluation was very preliminary, and
focused mostly on responding to our the main research questions, i.e., whether the presence of dependency among annotations perceivably improves the experience, and whether users
enjoy our flexible interactive or mostly interactive tours better
than the more standard fixed auto-touring features. More work
is required to objectively assess the effectiveness of our user
interface. It will be also interesting to evaluate whether the proposed approach, currently tuned to museum applications, can
be extended to more complex situations requiring specific visualization tasks to be solved.
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